INTRODUCTION
============

*In vivo* nucleosomes often occupy well-defined preferred positions on genomic DNA ([@B1; @B2; @B3; @B4; @B5]). It is well established that binding of DNA to the histone octamer is strongly favoured both by DNA sequences with a preferred bending trajectory ([@B6; @B7; @B8; @B9; @B10; @B11; @B12]) and by DNA flexibility ([@B13]). However the nature of the signal(s) that defines precise translational positioning relative to the DNA sequence has remained elusive.

A variety of techniques, including partial micrococcal nuclease (MNase) digestion utilizing either indirect end-labelling or primer extension protocols ([@B1; @B2; @B3; @B4; @B5]), parallel sequencing ([@B14],[@B15]) and tiled microarrays ([@B16],[@B17]) have been used to define nucleosome positions *in vivo* while the sequence organization of the octamer-binding site has been characterized by analysis of nucleosome core DNA sequences. A current view of the sequence pattern of nucleosomal DNA so derived is that DNA bending around the octamer is facilitated by the periodic occurrence of A/T and G/C containing dinucleotides such that the A/T containing dinucleotides ApA, ApT, TpA and TpT are preferentially situated where the minor groove points in towards the histone octamer and the G/C containing dinucleotides CpC, CpG, GpC and GpG are preferentially situated where the minor groove points out ([@B7],[@B18],[@B19]). This experimentally derived pattern is, however, at variance with both theoretical and other experimental studies that suggest that TpA, in particular, could be preferentially located at an outward-facing minor groove ([@B10],[@B20; @B21; @B22; @B23; @B24; @B25; @B26]). An additional complication is that different studies of the sequence organization of nucleosomal DNA derived from isolated core particles have arrived at disparate conclusions. Whereas Satchwell *et al*. ([@B7]) found that in chicken erythrocyte core particle DNA the midpoint, equating to the presumed dyad, was marginally A/T rich, Field *et al*. ([@B19]) showed that in their collection of yeast core nucleosomal DNA sequences the DNA at the midpoint was enriched in G/C containing dinucleotides and correspondingly depleted in A/T containing dinucleotides.

With the exception of partial MNase digestion all the techniques used to define both nucleosome positions ([@B14; @B15; @B16; @B17; @B18; @B19],[@B27; @B28; @B29]) and sequence organization ([@B9],[@B18],[@B27]) depend on a limit MNase digestion to core nucleosomes. Programs that predict nucleosome positions, apart from two that depend only on the calculated physicochemical properties of DNA ([@B26],[@B30]), largely use as their primary database DNA sequences derived from limit MNase digests ([@B18],[@B19],[@B27],[@B31; @B32; @B33]) or sequences of mixed origin ([@B34]). These predictive programs thus depend on the implicit, but so far untested assumption, that the population of core particles so isolated is wholly representative of the actual occupancy in chromatin *in vivo*. The preferred cleavage specificity of MNase for certain A/T rich sequences ([@B35]), or more particularly for the TpA dinucleotide ([@B18]), is well established. If, during digestion of chromatin to nucleosome core particles, MNase cleavage occurred only outside the DNA wrapped by the octamer, the resulting core particles should in principle be representative of the *in vivo* situation. If, however, MNase cleaved within the wrapped region, even at low frequency, the resulting isolated core particle population would likely be biased by the selective MNase cleavage.

To address this possibility we have analysed the DNA sequences of nucleosome positions mapped by partial MNase digestion and find that, in contrast to octamer-bound sequences derived from limit MNase digestion, the former sequences are enriched in preferred MNase cleavage sites. Since these sites are most apparent at the midpoint we further conclude that the preference for A/T rich sequences at the midpoint could constitute a sequence signal for the translational positioning of a histone octamer at a specified site on genomic DNA.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

Sequence analysis
-----------------

The periodicity signature of DNA sequences was calculated using the parameters derived by Drew and Calladine ([@B36]) from the original sequence data of Satchwell *et al*. ([@B7]). These parameters are the calculated likelihood of each of 10 dinucleotides occurring at each position in a single turn of bent DNA. The average periodicity value imparted by dinucleotides was determined over a defined sequence window starting from nucleotide *n*, then from *n* + 1, and so on. Each value was plotted with reference to the midpoint of the window. A scanning window of *m* bp is equivalent to a window of *m* −1 base-steps. This technique determines the likelihood of a coherent periodic sequence pattern over any given window. The computed value of the periodicity index is dependent on window size so that for larger windows the average value is higher. The average stacking energy was calculated in a similar way using the values defined experimentally by Yavokchuk *et al*. ([@B37]). Average dinucleotide or mononucleotide composition in the set of *in vivo* mapped sequences was determined by aligning these sequences on the midpoints of the mapped positions. The amplitudes and phases of the sequences were computed as previously described ([@B7]). The compiled list comprised the sequences of mapped positions from ADH2 ([@B5]), ADY2 (this paper), BAR1 ([@B3]), CHA1 ([@B38]), GAL1-10 ([@B39]), HMR ([@B40]), MET16 ([@B41]), MET17 ([@B41]), PHO5 ([@B1]), recombination enhancer ([@B42]), RNR3 ([@B43]), STE6 ([@B3]), SUC2 ([@B44]) and URA3 ([@B4]) from *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*. This set is similar to that used by Segal *et al*. ([@B27]) for illustrative purposes. 'Promoter' nucleosomal DNA sequences are defined as those in the immediate vicinity of the transcription startpoint. Where the TATA box is occluded by a nucleosome as in, for example, the ADH2, ADY2, CHA1, GAL1 and GAL10 loci, that nucleosome was also included. For example, in the CHA1/VAC17 locus the CHA1 TATA box, but not that of VAC17 is occluded so that CHA1 −1 and +1 nucleosomes and VAC17 + 1 nucleosome (corresponding to CHA1 −2) were included. Where multiple possible overlapping positions have been reported, as in the CUP1-2 locus, none were included. To allow direct comparisons with other compilations of *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* nucleosome associated DNA sequences mapped positions in MOX from *Pichia augusta* ([@B45]) with a different A/T content were added only for the periodicity profile analysis and promoter/non-promoter nucleosomal DNA comparison. Chicken erythrocyte core nucleosome DNA sequences were as compiled by Satchwell *et al*. ([@B7]), while yeast core nucleosome DNA sequences and *in vitro* selected octamer-binding sequences were obtained from: <http://genie.weizmann.ac.il/software/nucleo_prediction.html>.

Nucleosome mapping
------------------

Mapping of nucleosome positions in the ADY2 locus was performed as previously described ([@B5]). Mapping of the H2A.Z containing nucleosomes in the ADY2 and ADH2 locus was performed by ChIP using a yeast strain containing TAP-tagged H2A.Z (obtained from Open Biosystems).

RESULTS
=======

Positioned nucleosomes possess a distinct sequence periodicity signature
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Can positioning information be derived from the sequences bound by nucleosomes mapped by partial MNase digestion *in vivo* and to what extent the sequence organization of these positions reflected that derived from sequences obtained from isolated core particles? Partial MNase digestion identifies a preferred nucleosome array at a given locus but does not directly identify nucleosomes as such. Typically the bounds of the mapped positions encompass \>145 bp and thus do not necessarily correspond to core particles.

To probe for positioning information we used as an analytical tool the sequence periodicity profile, as originally described by Satchwell *et al*. ([@B7]) and quantitated by Calladine and Drew ([@B36]). This parameter measures the extent to which a DNA sequence periodicity of ∼10 bp with A/T containing and G/C containing dinucleotides in opposite phases is apparent in a chosen length of DNA and is normally taken as a measure of anisotropic bendability ([@B36]). Importantly the phase of the periodic modulations of both ApA/TpT and GpC is reversed in the centre of the chicken erythrocyte octamer-bound sequence ([@B7]). We therefore asked whether a similar phase reversal, or more simply a loss of periodicity without reversal could be found in the DNA of nucleosomes mapped *in vivo*. With a scanning window of 20--50 bp, such reversal or loss would appear as a minimum in the periodicity plot.

To validate this approach we first analysed nucleosomes +1, −1 and −2 from the yeast ADH2 promoter because their positions have been mapped to base-pair resolution ([@B5]). In this example, each 'position' was shown to consist of a family of four to five closely overlapping positions ([@B5]). A periodicity plot for the whole promoter region ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}a) showed that, with an averaging window of 51 bp, the midpoint of each family of overlapping positions corresponded with a minimum value of the periodicity index. In two cases (nucleosomes −2 and −1) the minimum value was flanked by substantially higher values of the index resulting in a similar overall profile to the cloned sequences. The positions mapped by partial MNase digestion agreed to within ±10 bp of those mapped with parallel sequencing and tiled microarray analyses ([@B15],[@B17]) ([Supplementary Figure S1.1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp574/DC1)). Extending this analysis to nucleosomes −4, −3 and +2 to +4, mapped to a lower resolution of ±20 bp ([@B5]), we observed the same correspondence between midpoints and periodicity minima ([Supplementary Figure S1.1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp574/DC1)) However, within the periodicity profile there were other prominent dips which did not correspond to the midpoint of a mapped nucleosome. Figure 1.(**a**) *In vivo* nucleosome positions on the ADH2 promoter have reduced periodicity index at their centres. The figure shows the multiple setting for each of the --2, --1 and +1 nucleosomes mapped by Verdone *et al*. ([@B5]). Coordinates are shown for chromosome XIII and to the ATG of ADH2. The periodicity profile was calculated using a 51-bp scanning window. (**b**) Compilations of '*in vivo*' core nucleosome DNA sequences from chicken and yeast have a similar periodicity profile. (**c**) Compilation of octamer-binding sequences selected *in vitro* have a profile with a periodicity maximum at the centre. For both (b) and (c) the periodicity profile was calculated using a 51-bp window. The average sequence lengths for the chicken *in vivo*, yeast *in vivo* and yeast *in vitro* sequences are 145 bp and that of the mouse *in vitro* 119 bp. Arrows indicate the midpoints of the sequences.

We next asked whether this signature was also apparent in compilations of histone octamer-binding sites. We chose two compilations: 177 and 199 nucleosome core DNA sequences from chicken erythrocyte chromatin ([@B7]) and yeast chromatin ([@B27]), respectively. The average periodicity signature of these sets, containing in total 376 sequences, was similar, although attenuated by at least 5-fold, to that derived from the ADH2 promoter nucleosomes, with a minimum at or close to the midpoint ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}b). In contrast, as expected from the high G/C content at the midpoint the periodicity signature for octamer binding sequences isolated from nucleosomes reconstituted *in vitro* by salt dilution ([@B19],[@B46]) showed a maximum at the midpoint---essentially the opposite of the pattern of DNA isolated from nucleosomes in chromatin ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}c). We conclude that the periodicity signature for the ADH2 promoter nucleosomes is similar to the average signal of sequenced nucleosomal DNA in chromatin and infer that the point of minimum average periodicity may correspond to a potential translational positioning signal. Second, we conclude that the sequences selected by the histone octamer depend strongly on the assembly conditions such that different selection conditions select DNA molecules with different sequence organizations.

To ascertain whether the periodicity signature we had identified correlated with other positioned nucleosomes *in vivo* we first determined positions in the yeast ADY2 gene *de novo* by partial MNase digestion as a control for our previous mapping procedures ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}a and [Supplementary Figure S1.2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp574/DC1)). In all we identified nine nucleosomes spanning the gene, including two in the upstream region. With the exception of nucleosome −1 these positions agreed well but not precisely with the positions determined both by microarray mapping ([@B17]) and by parallel sequencing ([@B14],[@B15]). Nevertheless, the agreement between the positions mapped by partial MNase digestion and either those mapped by parallel sequencing or by tiled microarray individually were comparable to that between positions mapped by the latter two methods. We determined the periodicity signature for each positioned nucleosome and found that seven out of the nine mapped nucleosomes exhibited a region in which there is a change from a high to low periodicity index within a length of up to 26 bp with the minimum being located within 10 bp of the centre of the mapped position ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}b). In several cases, this pattern was asymmetric about the midpoint. Figure 2.(**a**) Comparison of nucleosome positions mapped by partial MNase digestion (this work), tiled-microarray ([@B17]) and parallel sequencing ([@B15]). In all cases, the midpoint of the mapped positions is shown but this does not take into account either the resolution of the different methods, which can vary depending on the nucleosome, or the 'fuzziness' of the mapping. The positions shown for the parallel sequencing data ([@B15]) are the averages of the positions determined on the two DNA strands. Nucleosome positions (--1, +1, etc.) apply to the set mapped by partial MNase digestion. The periodicity profile was calculated using a 51-bp window. (**b**) High-resolution periodicity profiles (21-bp scanning window) of nucleosomes mapped by partial MNase digestion in the ADY2 gene; 151 bp centred on the midpoint (75.5 bp) of each mapped position were analysed. The boxed regions indicate transitions from low to high periodicity close to the midpoint. With the exception of nucleosomes +1 and +3 all nucleosomes have such a signal. A low-resolution profile (window = 51 bp) is presented in [Supplementary Figure S1.2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp574/DC1). (**c**) Comparison of high-resolution periodicity profiles (21-bp scanning window) of an *in vivo* mapped nucleosome position (from the MET17 locus; see [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) with that of an artificial DNA sequence ([@B8]) and a yeast telomeric repeat from the left telomere of chromosome III. An arrow indicates the sequence midpoints.

Comparison of the conserved periodicity pattern revealed by this analysis with other DNA sequences used for positioning studies revealed that an artificial positioning sequence consisting only of tandem 20-bp repeats ([@B9]) that fails to position nucleosomes translationally *in vivo* ([@B47],[@B48]) lacked a significant periodicity minimum at the midpoint ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}c). The average periodicity index for this sequence was of comparable magnitude to regions of high periodicity index in *in vivo* mapped nucleosomes. Furthermore, telomeric DNA sequences which, *in vitro*, have a low affinity for the histone octamer and poorly position octamers ([@B49]) possess a consistently low periodicity index. From these findings we identify a putative positioning signal as a region in which there is a change from a high to low periodicity index within a length of up to ∼40 bp. The low value of the index would correspond to the central part of the bound DNA and the high value to a region of tight bending around the octamer. Since DNA bends coherently around the octamer ([@B50]) this signature implies that the sequence preferences for DNA bending are context dependent, differing at the dyad and the immediately flanking regions.

To ascertain whether this periodicity signal is also associated with partial MNase mapped positions in other genes we analysed the periodicity profiles of several genes reported in the literature. A representative selection is shown in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Figure S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp574/DC1). The observed patterns are quite variable. In some cases, for example CUP1-2 and HIS3, the periodicity index is on average low relative to other genes. In other examples, as shown for MET17, PHO5 and RNR3, like ADY2, prominent peaks with a maximal value of ∼2.0 occur in the vicinity of transcription startpoint but, unlike ADY2, the maximal values then decrease away from the transcription startpoint. A third type of pattern is a more regular array of strong maxima as exemplified by the recombination enhancer ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and as also seen in the SAC7 gene (not mapped by partial MNase digestion) ([Supplementary Figure S1.10](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp574/DC1)). When these periodicity profiles were related to 109 positions mapped by partial MNase digestion we found only a single example in the HMRα locus, where the midpoint of the mapped position corresponds to a prominent periodicity maximum. In most other cases the midpoint is located at a position where the periodicity index is \<1.0. In regions of prominent periodicity maxima, the midpoint is located at or close to a periodicity minimum. This result is opposite to that predicted by models for nucleosome positioning in which the phase of the periodic modulations of dinucleotides is maintained throughout the octamer-binding site ([@B18],[@B19]). Figure 3.(**a**) Low-resolution periodicity profiles (51-bp scanning window) for CUP1-2, HIS3, MET17, PHO5 and the recombination enhancer. (**b**) Low-resolution periodicity and stacking energy profiles (51-bp scanning window) for the RNR3 gene. One region of the recombination enhancer exhibits a pattern of strong periodicity variation correlating with positioned nucleosomes throughout the region analysed. RNR3, PHO5 and MET17 exhibit strong periodicity variation in the region bounding the transcription start site but the signal becomes less apparent in flanking regions. Note that for RNR3 the strong periodicity signal centred at coordinate 240975 (Chr IX) is also a region of high stacking energy which would be expected to increase the bending energy required for wrapping. In PHO5 nucleosomes ±1 correspond well with periodicity signals and are well positioned *in vivo* ([@B1]). The periodicity signals in HIS3 and CUP1-2 are generally lower that in the Adr1-regulated genes, especially for the latter two, but periodicity minima are still observed. In the RNR3 profile the periodicity is indicated by a black line and the stacking energy by a red line.

Because of the greater apparent prominence of the periodicity signal around the startpoint, we separated the compilation of positions into two sets, the first, 31 examples, comprising DNA sequences from nucleosomes in the immediate vicinity of the transcription startpoint and the remainder comprising DNA sequences from non-promoter nucleosomes. The A/T content of these two sets was similar ([Supplementary Figure S5.1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp574/DC1)) but whereas the averaged periodicity signal for the promoter nucleosomes contained a very prominent dip at the midpoint that for the non-promoter nucleosomes lacked such a feature ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}a and [Supplementary Figure S3](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp574/DC1)). We conclude the sequence organization of promoter nucleosomes is markedly different from non-promoter nucleosomes. Figure 4.(**a**) Averaged periodicity profiles of the set of 'promoter' nucleosomes (31 examples) (black line) and non-promoter nucleosomes (78 examples) (red line). (**b**) Averaged stacking-energy profiles of the set of 'promoter' nucleosomes and non-promoter nucleosomes. For both (a) and (b) the scanning window is 21 bp. All sequences in the compilations contained 151 bp. Sequence midpoints are arrowed in (a) and (b).

The form and length of the translational signature are such that more than one such signal could be accommodated within a 145-bp octamer binding site. In addition to mobilization correlated with histone acetylation ([@B51]) there is a well-documented example of the phenomenon of alternative exclusive overlapping nucleosome arrays under different environmental conditions at the *Pichia angusta* MOX promoter ([@B45]). In the MOX promoter region, we can identify periodicity minima within the promoter region that correspond to both possible arrays ([Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 5.The DNA signature is consistent with overlapping arrays observed experimentally in the *Pichia angusta* methanol oxidase (MOX) gene ([@B45]). The figure shows a low-resolution periodicity profile plot (51-bp window) compared with the mapped positions.

DNA flexibility may also have a role for nucleosome positioning
---------------------------------------------------------------

Stacking energy ([@B52]) is a sequence-dependent parameter that influences DNA stiffness or persistence length, which in turn is a major determinant of the affinity of a DNA sequence for the histone octamer ([@B13]). With the same scanning window that we used to probe sequence periodicity, we found that the stacking-energy profiles of yeast genes contained conserved patterns. Notably stacking energy is often low (\<1.1 kcal/mole/base-step) in the immediate 5′ and 3′ flanking regions and high in the UAS transcription factor binding sites. This pattern is apparent in both the ADH2 and ADY2 genes ([Supplementary Figure S4.1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp574/DC1)). In the 5′ flanking regions, low stacking energy is coincident with the centres of nucleosomes −2 (−1 of UBP15) −1 and +I of ADH2 and -1 of ADY2 ([Supplementary Figure S4.1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp574/DC1)). This pattern is also observed for CHA1, GAL10 and GAL1 ([Supplementary Figure S4.2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp574/DC1)). Analysis of the 'promoter' and'non-promoter' sets of mapped nucleosomes sequences with a high-resolution 21-bp window confirmed that sequences in the region of the midpoint of promoter nucleosomes are enriched in dinucleotides with low stacking energy relative to non-promoter nucleosomes ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}b). We conclude that the DNA signature associated in particular with promoter nucleosomes has two components---a strong coherent periodicity signal 20--25 bp from the midpoint and a region of low stacking energy at the midpoint itself.

In contrast, high stacking energy is associated with the UAS regions of ADH2, and ADY2 ([Supplementary Figures S4.1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp574/DC1)), RNR3 ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}b) and also CHA1 and GAL1-10 ([Supplementary Figure S4.2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp574/DC1)), although this is not a universal feature of UAS regions. The high stacking energy and the correlated decreased flexibility could in principle decrease the affinity for histone octamers ([@B13]), thereby, consistent with the calculations of others ([@B30]), contribute to the formation of a nucleosome-free region. In several examples, e.g. RNR3, CHA1 and GAL1-10, the UAS is situated in a region that also contains a high periodicity signal that does not correspond to a mapped positioned nucleosome.

Nucleosomes mapped by partial MNase digestion are enriched in TpA at the midpoint
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A sequence periodicity minimum does not distinguish between a simple loss of periodicity and a reversal of phase. To ascertain the sequence characteristic responsible for the minimum we collated 109 positions for which the coordinates of the nucleosome limits are reported (also including positions mapped *de novo* as described above) by alignment about the midpoint of the protected sequence. Although this method might be expected to lack the precision of aligning the sequences of DNA of core particles, we observed a robust signal, especially at the midpoint. In contrast to some other published yeast data sets ([@B18],[@B19]) the average A/T content at the midpoint is ∼73% ([Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}a) while the total average A/T composition (62%) is essentially identical to that of yeast genomic DNA (61.7%). The separated promoter and non-promoter sets of nucleosomal DNA sequences had similar compositions ([Supplementary Figure S5.1a](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp574/DC1)). For comparison the midpoint A/T content of the set of core nucleosome DNA sequences isolated from yeast by H2A.Z tagging is 61% ([@B14],[@B53]) and that of the yeast set characterized by Segal *et al*. ([@B27]) is ∼59%. In sharper contrast high-affinity octamer-binding sequences selected *in vitro* are G/C-rich at the midpoint ([@B18],[@B19],[@B27]). Sets of 500 random yeast sequences and 500 randomized sequences of the same base composition lacked this signal (data not shown). In the vicinity of the midpoint the ApA/TpT, ApT and TpA dinucleotides are preferentially represented and the trinucleotides TAT/ATA and TAA/TTA are also over-represented at the same position ([Figures 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}b and c). The enrichment of TpA at the midpoint is observed for both the 'promoter' and 'non-promoter' sets of sequences ([Supplementary Figure S5.1b](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp574/DC1)). The preferred periodic occurrences of the dinucleotide TpA itself are, on average, in the opposite phase to that determined for the chicken erythrocyte nucleosomal core DNA sequences ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) ([@B7]). This distribution represents a preference, not necessarily exclusive, for TpA to be located at outward-facing minor grooves on nucleosomal DNA from arrays characterized by partial MNase cleavage. The ApA/TpT maximum at the midpoint of *in vivo* mapped yeast nucleosomal DNA is similar to that observed for chicken nucleosomal DNA sequences but TpA has opposite profiles at the midpoint in these two sets ([Supplementary Figure S5.2](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp574/DC1)) ([@B7]). We conclude that the marked dip in the periodicity pattern in the vicinity of the midpoint of the yeast sequences results from a phase change in the ApA/TpT periodicity and the low stacking energy at the same position from the high frequency of occurrence of TpA. Figure 6.(**a**) Average base composition of collated set of DNA sequences mapped by partial MNase digestion (green line) compared with the set of chicken erythrocyte ([@B7]) (red line). Bars are placed at 10-bp intervals from the dyad. The chicken erythrocyte plot reveals minima at or close to many of the bars consistent with the conclusion that A/T containing dinucleotides occur at a lower frequency where the DNA minor groove points away from the surface of the histone octamer. The lower average A/T content of the chicken erythrocyte nucleosomal DNA reflects the lower A/T content (∼57%) of chicken DNA relative to yeast DNA (∼62%). (**b**) Frequency of occurrence of TpA and ApA/TpT dinucleotides in collated set of nucleosome positions mapped by partial MNase digestion. (**c**) Frequency of occurrence of TAT/ATA and TAA/TTA trinucleotides. Sequence midpoints are arrowed in all panels. In all panels the distribution of nucleotides was calculated using a 3-bp scanning window. Table 1.Principal dinucleotide periodicities in chicken erythrocyte nucleosome core DNA sequences ([@B7]) and yeast nucleosome positions mapped by partial MNase digestionDinucleotideChickenYeastPhaseAmplitudePeriod (bp)PhaseAmplitudePeriod (bp)TpA176°0.1210.265°0.1710.11ApA/TpT±180°0.1610.26162°0.099.91GpC13°0.2010.1540°0.119.83[^1]

DISCUSSION
==========

Provenance of analysed sequences
--------------------------------

The provenance of the nucleosomal DNA positions used for analytical programmes is of crucial importance in assessing their reliability. Our analysis depends on the accuracy of mapping nucleosome positions *in vivo* by partial MNase digestion. A major caveat is that this method relies on a regular pattern of MNase cleavage and does not positively identify nucleosomes. Nevertheless, while it is likely that the accuracy of published positions varies over a wide range this variation reflects more probably the variation between different studies than within a single study. Two observations indicate that the mapped positions primarily delineate nucleosomes. First, periodicity of the occurrences of TpA is ∼10.1 bp, a similar value to the dominant periodicities for ApA/TpT and GpC observed in chicken erythrocyte core DNA ([@B7]). Second, especially for the set of promoter nucleosomal DNA sequences, the distributions of stacking energy and periodicity profiles are symmetric about the midpoint ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). A second potential problem, raised by Segal *et al*. ([@B27]), is that because the lengths of nucleosomal DNA delimited by partial MNase digestion are \>147 bp and the identified cleavage sites are averaged alignment of such sequences about their midpoints could result in insufficient resolution. Both the observation of distinctive signals at the midpoint (for example, the distribution of ATA/TAT) and the apparent symmetry of the DNA signature ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) indicate that this is not a valid concern. The corollary is that the initial MNase cleavage sites occur at positions that are approximately equidistant from the midpoint of the nucleosome and must therefore likely reflect some intrinsic structural feature of the yeast chromatin.

Novel sequence code for DNA bending and nucleosome positioning in yeast
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Our results depend strongly on the provenance of the positioning information. In yeast, many accurately mapped *in vivo* nucleosome positions are derived from measurements derived from partial MNase digestion on repressed transcription units, for example, those regulated by the Adr1 activator and by the α2 repressor ([@B3],[@B54]) and thus may be particularly well defined. Although the periodic sequence organization of our compilation of these sequences corresponds reasonably well with that reported by Satchwell *et al*. ([@B7]), it also exhibits unique features. In particular, the preferred rotational location of TpA at the midpoint is opposite to that reported for high affinity octamer-binding sequences selected *in vitro* ([@B27]) and also to recent compilations of yeast nucleosome core DNA sequences obtained by parallel sequencing ([@B18],[@B19]). For example, the relative frequency of occurrence of the A/T and G/C containing dinucleotides are respectively 0.33 and 0.17 for the set reported here and 0.23 and 0.27 for that reported by Field *et al*. ([@B18]) Nonetheless, the rotational orientation of TpA in our compilation is consistent with theoretical predictions ([@B20],[@B26],[@B49]), with DNA structural data from both crystal and NMR studies ([@B10],[@B23],[@B24]) and also with DNA circularization data ([@B25]). In all the structural studies, TpA preferentially adopts, on average, a significant positive roll angle ([@B12],[@B24]), compatible with an outward-facing minor groove in bent DNA, while the circularization studies indicate that the sequence TATAT is located where the minor groove is on the outside of a small DNA circle ([@B25]).

These observations provide an exception to the long-held view that A/T-rich sequences always preferentially occur at inward-facing minor grooves in tightly bent DNA ([@B9],[@B21]). Our sequence data are derived from nucleosomal arrays identified by partial MNase digestion and are therefore not necessarily representative of yeast nucleosomal DNA sequences in general. Nevertheless, it is also possible that mapping procedures that depend on MNase digestion to core nucleosomes may bias the resulting data sets with the degree of difference depending on the extent of digestion. Since partial MNase digestion also delimits particles with more DNA the difference between our compilation and others for nucleosomal DNA isolated from chromatin may reflect either a different type of nucleosomal particle or a selective loss of nucleosomal DNA species with TpA, ApT and/or ApA/TpT dinucleotides and TAT/ATA and TAA/TTA trinucleotides at outward-facing minor grooves during limit digestion by MNase to mononucleosomes. TpA is a highly preferred substrate for MNase cleavage ([@B18],[@B35]) and, indeed, overall depletion of the TpA dinucleotide relative to genomic occurrence was noted for the set of chicken core particle sequences ([@B7]). The DNA at outward-facing minor grooves is more mobile than that at inward-facing minor grooves ([@B55]) and could thus be more accessible to cleavage by a nuclease. In particular, the dyad DNA is more extensively cleaved by hydroxyl radicals than any other position ([@B56],[@B57]). Any such preferential cleavage by MNase could bias a recovered set of nucleosomal DNA sequences and result in selection of a different overlapping set of sequences. Nevertheless, the average sequence organization of nucleosomal DNA sequences recovered from nucleosomes isolated by limit MNase digestion is entirely consistent with the structure of the core nucleosome ([@B12],[@B55]) and therefore these sequences must represent *bona fide* octamer-binding sites. Given that both *in vivo* and *in vitro* the octamer can bind to a large number of overlapping sites with varying affinities ([@B29],[@B58]), we suggest that where the positioning sequences identified by partial and limit MNase digestion or by different analyses of limit MNase digestions \[for example, [Supplementary Figures S1.4](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkp574/DC1) (CHA1), S1.8 (recombination enhancer)\], disagree all identifications may be valid. They may simply reflect overlapping sets of positions, some of which may be sub-optimal and possibly analogous to those demonstrated in the CUP1-2 and HIS3 genes ([@B42],[@B59]). Since measurements of nucleosome occupancy depend on the isolation of unbiased populations this caveat also applies to such measurements that utilize limit MNase digestion ([@B19])

The strong preference for A/T rich DNA at the centre of the mapped sequences is in accordance with other findings. Notably, Satchwell *et al*. ([@B7]) showed that in an average half-site not only the amplitude of the periodic oscillations of AA/TT frequency correlated with DNA bending increase from the midpoint to the periphery but also that at the midpoint the phase of the AA/TT frequency was reversed. Both these phenomena would, when averaged over a window of 51 bp, create a periodicity minimum at the midpoint. Similarly, Fitzgerald *et al*. ([@B60]) identified a periodicity pattern for nucleosomes reconstituted *in vitro* that is qualitatively identical to that reported here. Again, however, our result is at variance with other data showing the preferred occurrence of G/C rich sequences at the midpoint ([@B18],[@B19]). Internal cleavage by MNase could again account for the different pattern of nucleosomal DNA sequences isolated from chromatin. However, the selection of sequences with a G/C rich dyad *in vitro* must however be due to other causes. These high-affinity sequences are selected at high salt concentrations and low temperature with limiting octamer. Yet, under only slightly different *in vitro* reconstitution conditions, the CHA1 -1 octamer-binding sequence (with an A/T rich midpoint) outcompetes an *in vitro* selected sequence ([@B61]). We suggest that under the selection conditions normally used stable binding to the octamer requires sequences with the low flexibility imparted by G/C-rich sequences rather than more flexible TpA-rich sequences.

The data reported here imply that for at least a set of yeast nucleosomes the sequence code for DNA bending and nucleosome positioning differs from that reported previously. This difference would strongly affect predictive accuracy. For example, whereas the midpoint of \>95% of the nucleosome locations analysed here falls at a position of low periodicity index (for example, see [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), a dinucleotide pattern in which periodic phases of G/C and A/T containing dinucleotides is maintained without interruption would predict that the midpoint should fall at a position of high periodicity index in a similar manner to the octamer binding sequences selected *in vitro* ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}c).

We note that although −1 nucleosomes often contain the variant histone H2A-Z ([@B14],[@B53]) this is not the case for ADY2 \[ref. ([@B14]) and our own observations\]. Instead, H2A-Z is preferentially associated with nucleosomes within the transcription unit. We conclude that preferred DNA sequence organization of promoter nucleosomes does not mark H2A-Z containing nucleosomes.

Structural consequences on an A/T rich dyad
-------------------------------------------

What is the physical significance of the two novel features of the DNA sequences associated with natural positioned nucleosomes in yeast---the A/T-rich region of low stacking energy around the midpoint and a conserved periodicity signal of ∼40--50 bp with a minimum value close to the midpoint and a maximum value at 25--30 bp from the midpoint? The latter feature indicates that the minimal signal for nucleosome positioning can be short relative to the length of DNA bound in a core particle. We suggest that the periodicity signal corresponds to a half-site for H3--H4 tetramer binding such that the region of high coherent periodicity corresponds to the most tightly bent DNA on the surface of the tetramer ([@B12],[@B54]). The short extent of the signal would be consistent with the finding that preferred 'positions' mapped by either partial MNase digestion or parallel sequencing may represent tight distributions of rotationally related positions ([@B5],[@B15]) because the binding of an anisotropically bendable sequence of about two double-helical turns would not necessarily be uniquely defined. TpA preferentially adopts a positive roll angle and thus the preferred occurrence of TpA at the midpoint with an outward-facing minor groove is consistent with the coherent wrapping of DNA all around the octamer and is thus consistent with the crystal structure ([@B12]). The occurrence of sequences of low stacking energy at the midpoint is also consistent with the observation that the surface helical periodicity of nucleosomal DNA is 10.7 bp around the dyad but only 10 bp in the flanking region ([@B22]). Although a 10.7-bp surface helical periodicity is not necessarily indicative of a higher intrinsic helical periodicity (implying a low twist in the DNA), the enrichment of TpA at the midpoint would impart a torsional flexibility that would facilitate a local limited untwisting and so provide a physical characteristic restricting the positioning of the octamer on DNA. A requirement for a local low twist value could also be met by other sequences, e.g. TpG or CpG, and consequently could be relatively independent of overall base composition. In yeast, the high A/T content of genomic DNA would favour TpA and other A/T containing dinucleotides.

Genomic nucleosome organization
-------------------------------

We have identified a DNA periodicity signature in yeast DNA that is strongly correlated with translational nucleosome positioning *in vivo*. This signature has two features: a preference for A/T rich DNA at the midpoint and as a consequence, a distinct sequence periodicity profile that is low at the midpoint and high on one or both sides. The nature of the positioning signal required to define an octamer-binding site implies a minimum length substantially shorter than the entire interaction region. Importantly, this frequency also implies that octamers can potentially occupy alternative positions at a given locus. Indeed, evidence from overlapping arrays, alternative nucleosome positions and shifts in positions in the absence of a chromatin remodelling complex indicates that this is the case ([@B51],[@B62; @B63; @B64]). In the CUP1-2 and HIS3 genes, clusters of overlapping positioned nucleosomes of high to moderate occurrence have average separations between nucleosome centres varying from 35 to 90 bp, implying that these genes can accommodate multiple array settings ([@B51],[@B59],[@B65]). Both the HIS3 and the CUP1-2 gene DNA lack multiple strong periodicity signals in contrast to the mating type recombination enhancer ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) while in, for example, MET17, PHO5 and RNR3 strong periodicity maxima are associated with nucleosomes bordering the transcription start site. It remains to be established whether the affinity of the octamer for a given site correlates with the strength of the associated periodic signal but, were it to do so, a strong signal at the 5′-end of an array and weaker signals downstream would be consistent with the observations of Mavrich *et al*. ([@B15]) and Lee *et al*. ([@B17]) that for many nucleosome arrays the definition of nucleosome positions becomes increasingly 'fuzzy' with increasing distance from the 5′-end of an array. It is important to note that not all prominent periodicity signals are necessarily associated with nucleosomes since other DNA-binding proteins and protein complexes wrap DNA. For example, the signal in the UAS region of RNR3 may be one such case ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}b).

From the potential multiplicity of octamer-binding sites and the variation in the sequence signals associated with positioned nucleosomes it follows that the documented strongly positioned nucleosome arrays are likely aligned by an 'organizer' acting in concert with nucleosome remodelling complexes, a principle similar to that proposed by Mavrich *et al*. ([@B15]). Such an organizer could be a strong intrinsic positioning signal specified by the DNA sequence or alternatively could be a sequence-specific DNA-binding protein, or indeed both. Potential examples of both mechanisms have been described. A strong intrinsically positioned nucleosome, also identified by our algorithm, is found in the MMTV LTR promoter ([@B2],[@B66]), while the binding of the yeast α2 repressor correlates with aligned nucleosome arrays occluding the TATA boxes of repressed genes ([@B3]). Our data, which shows that the signature for translational positioning is most prominent in 'promoter' nucleosomes implies that DNA sequence can define a nucleosome position and in turn a strong positioning signal may contribute to the establishment of nucleosome arrays *in vivo*. This proposed mode of organizing eukaryotic chromatin is paralleled in bacterial chromatin by the H-NS protein which nucleates silencing at high-affinity binding sites and then spreads along the DNA by binding to low affinity, less precise, sites interspersed with occasional other high-affinity sites ([@B67]).

Kornberg ([@B68]) originally posed the question as to whether the location of nucleosomes in chromatin is specific or statistical. This proposition was subsequently refined to conclude that the observed distribution of nucleosomes in gene-specific arrays could be explained by statistical positioning associated with a boundary constraint for each array ([@B69]). Neglecting end effects statistical positioning implies that the potential number of histone octamer binding sites in a DNA sequence is essentially equivalent to the number of base pairs in that sequence, whereas specific positioning implies that, at one extreme, the observed pattern of nucleosome positions is uniquely defined by the DNA sequence. This latter possibility is countered by the observation that the repeat length of nucleosomal DNA in higher eukaryotes is tissue dependent ([@B70],[@B71]). Our analysis indicates that the number of potential nucleosome positions within a gene is on average significantly greater than the number of nucleosomes and that for several genes the periodicity signals at the 5′-end of an array are stronger than internal signals towards the 3′-end (e.g. RNR3). In addition, the amplitude of the positioning signals varies between genes. These observations argue that observed preferred nucleosome arrays may indeed require a boundary constraint but, in contrast to a recent conclusion ([@B15]), that the associated positioning is neither strictly statistical nor uniquely defined. This conclusion for yeast agrees well with the deduced genomic nucleosome organization of the nematode *Caenorhabditis elegans* ([@B28],[@B29]). In this case, at most loci a diversity of nucleosome positions was observed. In yeast the frequent identification of overlapping sets of positions by different techniques points to the same conclusion. Our results support a model in which the overall nucleosome organization in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* would provide a basis for both a flexible chromatin organization and a concomitant ability to maintain DNA compaction.
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[^1]: In each case the midpoint of the sequences is assigned a phase of 0°. For the chicken sequences the amplitude values (fractional variation in occurrence) were higher than at all other frequencies; for the yeast sequences only the amplitude for TpA met this condition.
